
Dell and HP to Resell Microsoft’s Surface Tablets as Part of Surface Enterprise
Initiative - (September 14, 2015) 

Microsoft has taken another step toward securing Surface devices as a staple of the enterprise
market.  The software giant announced that Dell and HP will sell Surface Pro tablets alongside their
own hardware to enterprise customers, as a part of Microsoft’s new Surface Enterprise Initiative.  

gap impact summary

Microsoft unveils Surface Enterprise Initiative
Dell and HP to resell Microsoft Surface Pro Tablets in enterprise channel
Windows 10 enterprise capabilities to come by end of September

Microsoft has not hidden its interest in the enterprise channel for the Surface tablets.  The Surface
tablets found the first strong demand in the enterprise market and the rollout of Microsoft’s latest
update to the Surface line, the Surface 3 with LTE capabilities, had a specific plan which targeted
business customers ahead of average consumers (see also: Microsoft to Focus on Enterprise
Business for Surface 3 LTE July 06, 2015).

Last week, Microsoft continued this trend with the Surface Enterprise Initiative.  The primary
highlight of the new initiative, which is intended to encourage greater adoption of Windows 10
among enterprise customers, is the expanded partnerships with Dell and HP, the top two worldwide
enterprise PC vendors.  Beginning in October, Dell will sell Microsoft’s Surface Pro tablets to US and
Canadian enterprise customers alongside its own hardware portfolio.  The deal not only allows
Microsoft greater access to the Surface Pro’s targeted market, but the Surface Pro tablets will also
come with the option for Dell warranty and servsices coverage.  Microsoft intends to expand this
offering to the remaining 28 markets of the Surface commercial channel beginning in 2016.  There
has been no word regarding when HP will sell Surface Pro devices.  

Another aspect to the Surface Enterprise Initiative is the roll out of key enterprise features for
Windows 10.  The enterprise-specific features will include a number of security measures to
protect personal and corporate data as well as Windows apps specifically designed for business.   

This latest move by Microsoft comes as the next step in a long running strategy to become more
involved in the enterprise channel and position the Surface Pro tablets as a center-piece to the
Microsoft ecosystem.  According to the company’s Q4 2015 financial report, Microsoft plans to
expand the number of worldwide business-to-business Surface resellers from 150 to 4,500,
showing a clear focus on expanding into the enterprise business. 

Microsoft has led the latest tablet trend toward attracting business and professional customers. 
The Surface Pro series sparked a number of copy-cat devices positioned as high-power laptop
replacements (see also: Lenovo Miix 700 Designed to Rival Surface Pro 3 September 08, 2015).  As
the average consumer market for tablets stagnates, even Apple has moved toward the
professional side of the market with the iPad Pro.  During Apple’s press event unveiling the iPad
Pro, Microsoft took the stage to highlight the iPad Pro’s compatibility with Microsoft Office Suite
signifying the importance of the iPad Pro’s ability to function as a work device (see also: Apple
Announces iPad Pro and iPad mini 4 September 09, 2015).  With increasing competition on the
business side of the tablet market, it appears Microsoft will stay one step ahead of the
competition.  Establishing a channel presence is essential to the enterprise market and with a
Windows 10 and Surface solution, combined with Dell and HP’s salesforce, Microsoft has a clear
opportunity to achieve a dominate share among professional customers. 
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See also
Tablet Market Continues Downturn, but Future for 2-in-1 Devices Appears Promising August 17,
2015
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